
PRO
VIDEO PROCESSOR

DEMAND 
VISUAL 
PERFECTION 

High quality and visually
realistic processing

REIMAGINE WHAT’S POSSIBLE



HIGH PERFORMANCE
CALICO’s advanced features set the 
new standard with no fixed window 
limits and has class-leading, ultra-
low latency, 4K60, 10bit, high quality 
image processing and HDR support.

CALICO INSIDE
Our fifth-generation, proprietary 
processing engine delivers visibly 
enhanced image fidelity and even 
more video processing flexibility for all 
your needs today and in future.

WHAT MAKES CALICO PRO UNIQUE?

VIDEO PROCESSORDEMAND VISUAL PERFECTION

INTRODUCING CALICO

With our huge bandwidth 
capabilities, 8K is a breeze. 
For quad 4K workflows we 
can lock multiple sources 

together using Source Link 
for simplified set up and 

control.

Easily monitor your 
expansive LED, edge-
blended projection, or 

display set ups with ease, 
for complete peace of 

mind.

Enjoy complete visual 
freedom using our 

independent outputs for 
even more flexibility for 

your solution design. 

Doing Direct View LED 
right! Advanced set up 

tools, unlimited cropping, 
custom resolutions, and 

output mapping make for 
much more flexible LED set 

ups. 

SOURCE
LINK

LED 
TOOLS 

ANY OUTPUT 
ANYWHERE

OUTPUT 
WATCH

A radically innovative approach to video 
processing, our new CALICO processing engine 
delivers visibly enhanced image fidelity, together 
with even more flexibility. 

CALICO provides advanced levels of 
performance and support for multi-window 
workflows designed to exceed and future proof 
any high-performance installation.

REIMAGINE WHAT’S POSSIBLE
For integrators and designers that demand reliable, 
high-quality video processing with no visible latency, 
display with style and creative control.



FLEXIBLE SOLUTION

It is easy to configure your outputs 
as for Direct View LED with single or 
multiple outputs. It is also possible 
to create extensive projector edge 

blends or display walls – you choose!

POWERFUL SETUP AND CONTROL

Highly flexible platform with an on 
board still image store, window 

cropping, output mapping, output 
watch, keying and window 

labels as standard.

CALICO Studio is a highly intuitive, yet 
hugely powerful design software for 

fast, secure, flexible control. 

ADVANCED FEATURES SMART INTERFACE

OPTIONAL HIGH BANDWIDTH 
OUTPUT MODULE SLOT

OPTIONAL HIGH BANDWIDTH 
INPUT MODULE SLOT

OPTIONAL INPUT 
MODULE SLOT

4K60 HDMI 2.0 
HDCP 2.2 INPUTS

GENLOCK AND LOOP4K60 HDMI 2.0 
HDCP 2.2 OUTPUTS

DUAL REDUNDANT 
POWER SUPPLY

USB 3.0 INTERFACE

DESKTOP OR RACK-MOUNTABLE 2U VIDEO PROCESSOR

Powerful and easy to use setup and control software 
for CALICO video processors.

For custom control set ups, our extensive, real-time API is 
available free of charge and plug-ins are available for popular 
3rd party control systems.
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WANT TO KNOW MORE?
To discuss CALICO for any of your future 
installations, please contact your regional 

sales manager. Get in touch today!

sales.europe@tvone.com  |  sales@tvone.comsales.europe@tvone.com  |  sales@tvone.com
www.tvone.comwww.tvone.com

CORPORATE BROADCAST HIGHER 
EDUCATION

HEALTHCARE GOVERNMENT


